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 India Bhutan Nepal Tour

3 countries historical, cultural, lifestyle, religion, jungle safari and mountain
view combined tour

Overview

India Bhutan Nepal Tour in South Asia offers cultural and natural diversity. These destinations offer
natural and cultural bursts providing diverse experiences. All three destinations are unique and offer
diverse adventures for travelers to cherish for a lifetime.

The unforgettable journey to India through its diverse landscapes including the Himalayas to the Ganges
plains. The rich culture, vibrant traditions, ancient Mughal remnants, Taj Mahal, and Jaipur’s Bulund
Darwaza are prime attractions. Also, indulge in culinary delights and the aroma of spices.

Bhutan, the Land of Dragons is an ideal tranquil destination where culture meets simplicity. A country so
affluent in culture and religion yet so simple with their lifestyle. The abundant destinations such as the
spiritual Taktsang Monastery, beautiful Paro, Thimphu, and Punakha Valley including majestic
landmarks attract everyone. Discover Bhutan and embrace spiritual enlightenment.

Kathmandu, the capital of Nepal is popular as the ‘City of Temples’. The city is rich in culture, tradition,
festivals, and architecture. The well-preserved ancient historical temples and palaces mesmerize all. Not
only Kathmandu Durbar Square but both Patan and Bhaktapur Durbar Squares are also cultural wonders.
Besides Kathmandu, other destinations also offer something to everyone. Such as Nagarkot for its sunrise
view, Chitwan for its Jungle Safari, and Pokhara for its scenic views and adventure.
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Highlights

India: 6 Nights in India with Old and New Delhi, colorful city Jaipur, Tajmahal at Agra, Amer
fort, Fatehpur Sikri.
Bhutan: 4 Nights in Bhutan with a short hike to Taktsang Monastery (Tiger's Nest), Paro,
Thimphu and Punakha with local life style.
Nepal: 8 Nights in Kathmandu with Kathmandu Durbar Square, Pashupatinath, Boudha stupa,
Swoyambhunath, Bhaktapur Durbar Square, sunset view from Nagarkot, Jungle Safari in Chitwan
and beautiful city Pokhara.

Outline

1. Choose your departure date
2. Select the comfort level of accommodation
3. Adjust activities to cater to special interests
4. Modify any aspect of the tour as needed
5. Flexible flight route (start from New Delhi and end to Kathmandu/New Delhi/Bangkok or vice-

versa)

Your Journey day by day

Day 01 : Beginning of tour

Upon your arrival, our staff welcomes you at the Delhi Airport and transfers you to the hotel. Take a rest
after a briefing on the next day’s plans and itinerary. If time permits, stroll the local markets of Delhi in
the evening and taste the delicious local Mughal cuisines. 

Day 02 : Sightseeing in Delhi (B)

From Delhi, take a two-hour trip to Agra where a travel facilitator briefs you about the journey. Agra
exploration commences with the magnificent monuments of the city, the famous tomb of
I'timad–Ud–Daulah. The evening is a special trip to the Seven Wonders of the World Taj Mahal. In the
loving memory of his beloved wife Mumtaz, Shah Jahan built it in 1653 AD. Taj Mahal is truly
phenomenal and no words to describe it.

Day 04 : Travel to Jaipur (B)

There is an option to view sunrise in the Taj Mahal or Mehtab Bagh 500-year-old garden across the Taj
Mahal before embarking on Jaipur. Drive to Fatehpur Sikri after check-out from Agra to Jaipur. The
guided tour of the city built by Emperor Akbar (1570-1575 AD), Fatehpur Sikri is an enriching
experience. Witness the world’s tallest gateway Bulund Darwaza on the way to Jaipur.

Day 05 : Jaipur (B)

The trip to Jaipur starts with a visit to Amber Fort and Palace which displays the finest example of Rajput
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architecture. Traverse through the chambers, hallways, and walled city of the phenomenal Palace. The
outstanding stone observatory ‘Jantar Mantar’ built in 1728 by Raja Singh is a great place to explore.
Also, don’t miss ‘Hawa Mahal’ and continue further sightseeing of this artistic Rajasthani and Mughal
architecture. Spend the evening with a cultural show and dinner.

Day 06 : Jaipur to Delhi (B)

Return to Delhi via Jaipur takes approx. 5-hour drive. Enjoy the scenic ride and explore historic
monuments and local markets, savor diverse cuisine during the remaining time.

Day 07 : Bhutan- Fly to Paro and drive to Thimphu (B/L/D)

Travel to Paro after completing all immigration and customs under our assistance. Upon arriving in Paro,
enjoy the lunch or snacks as you prefer. If time permits, explore one or two places in Paro and then
proceed to Thimphu.  

On the way to the Paro-Thimphu highway, visit the 16th-century old Tachogang Lhakhang temple by
traversing an old bridge. The scenic views of the villages from an old bridge are stunning. After a short
tour, continue to drive to Thimphu.

Note: If you arrive at the Paro in the afternoon, then we continue to sightsee around Paro after the
Thimphu and Punakha visit.

Day 08 : Thimphu sightseeing (B/L/D)

Thimphu sightseeing offers diversity such as the Folk and Heritage Museum Late King’s Memorial
Stupa, a symbol of world peace, and the Traditional Handmade Paper Factory. The National Library of
Bhutan, a Painting school with traditional paintings, Majestic Tashichho Dzong, National Handicraft
Emporium. Bhutan Postal Museum, Great Dordenma Statue, and Takin Zoo are other major attractions in
Thimphu.

Day 09 : Thimphu to Punakha (B/L/D)

Punakha is another fantastic destination that offers an authentic experience. Observe the stunning
Himalayan vistas after navigating Dochula Pass along the way. Visit the temple of fertility-Divine
Madman. Rice fields, gardens, attractive village houses, Punakha Suspension Bridge, and Punakha Dzong
are prime attractions for excursions

Day 10 : Thimphu to Paro (B/L/D)

Return to Paro and embark on Paro’s most sought-after destination ‘Taktsang Monastery’. It is also
popular as Tiger’s Nest and can be reached on a pony/horse ride uphill to the cafeteria. The hike to
Tiger’s Nest admiring the surrounding scenic vistas is captivating. The monastery perched on a 900 m
cliff is a must-visit destination.

Next, visit Kyichu Lhakhang after lunch. The religiously significant temple has a sacred sculpture of
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Jowo Rinpoche. Feel the spiritual peacefulness which is magical.

Day 11 : Paro – departure to Kathmandu, Nepal (B)

Take a flight to Kathmandu Airport with our proper arrangement of airport transfer from the hotel. Upon
arriving in Kathmandu, our guide welcomes and transfers you to the hotel. Take a short rest and have
some light snacks or lunch. After refreshment, commence the Kathmandu Durbar Square sightseeing. Get
fascinated with the attractive historic monuments, ancient Nepalese architecture, century-old aesthetic
temples, Living Goddess Kumari temple, and well-preserved ancient crafts.

Day 12 : Visit to different art of Kathmandu (B)

On this day, a trip to some other major landmarks in Kathmandu such as 2600 years old Swayambhunath
Stupa, the oldest and architecturally rich Patan Durbar Square, the sacred Hindu temple Pashupatinath,
and the biggest Buddhist Boudhanath Stupa. These landmarks highlight the rich culture, tradition, fine
arts, and tradition of Nepal that has been well-preserved for years.

Day 13 : Sightseeing and optional mountain flight or Everest helicopter tour (B)

In the morning, embark on a mountain flight or Everest helicopter tour for scenic close-up mountain
vistas. This mountain flight adventure is optional. Visitors can continue sightseeing trips to the attractive
Bhaktapur Durbar Square displaying rich architecture and rich culture. The Shikhar-style temples,
Buddhist monastery, Golden Gate, 55-window Palace, and an open museum are prime attractions. Then,
proceed to Nagarkot which is a few kilometers away for sunset views, and spend a quiet overnight stay in
a beautiful hill station.

Day 14 : Kathmandu to Chitwan (B/L/D)

In the morning, enjoy a sunrise view over snow-capped mountains from Nagarkot. After breakfast, leave
for Chitwan which is a 7-8 hours road drive (optional flight: 25-minute). Transfer to the hotel for
refreshment. Later, stroll to the nearby Tharu villages. In the evening, get entertained with a cultural
Tharu stick dance

Day 15 : Jungle Safari (B/L/D)

Jungle safari is the prime activity in Chitwan. Enjoy the jungle safari riding on the back of an elephant in
the vicinity of Chitwan National Park. Traverse through diverse flora, and fauna witnessing lush
greenery, diverse bird species, and other wild species. Visit the Elephant Breeding Center and in the
evening canoe along the Rapti River and relish the sunset view at the bank of River Rapti.

Day 16 : Chitwan to Pokhara (B)

Adoring the surrounding vistas, take a scenic 8-hour ride to Pokhara. (A flight option is also there.) Upon
reaching Pokhara, transfer to the hotel for a rest. Later, explore nearby places, savor delicious cuisines,
and experience Pokhara nightlife.
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Day 17 : Exploring Pokhara (B)

The tourist capital Pokhara is best for its serene beauty that has some best attractions. Davis Falls, boating
on a Fewa Lake, hiking to Pumdikot Shiva Statue or Peace Buddha Stupa, Tal Barahi Temple, Bat’s
Cave, and Mahendra Cave are the best places to explore. For adventure lovers, they can go on a hike to
Sarangkot for a sunrise view or paraglide for a more thrilling experience. 

Day 18 : Trip to Kathmandu (B)

Return to Kathmandu on a 7-8 hour drive admiring the scenic landscapes and mountain views.
Alternatively, taking a flight option is also there. Transfer to the hotel for relaxation. There is a free
afternoon for additional exploration or you can relax and prepare for your next day's final departure.

Day 19 : Final Departure (B)
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